
APPENDIX B 

SCOUR CALCULATIONS 

The Maza and Echavmsia a d  NZ Rdways formulae have both been derived &om 
scom depfh measurements taken at bridge sites. The fiver channel is often comtricted 
by bridges, with the mdn channel becoming more entrenchdd and general s m r  
occurring over a substantial length of chmnef &round the bridge &he. The definition 
diagram of the Maza andEchavarria investigation show a particularly well defined 
channel, a;nd this is  important as the formula W& the flmv intensity or specific discharge 
per unit width. The bridges in tb NZ Railways investigation generally allawed for some 
berm flow, but s iecantly less than that otherwise mailable. Fur design purposes the 
chwel  width ayer which 809% of the flow occurs is recommended' as the appropriate 
width to use in rbe formula. 

General scour depths have been &dated us@ these two formulae a9 @yen in 
Table B-1, with the parameter vahm b e 4  determined for the main channel ody and 
for the whole of the channel. The results are given in Table B-2 when the values given 
by the irjdra~lic moddhg of a 22140 ml/s ffow m used. The mean chmel  deptb bas 
been assessed uisualy for the. main channel fmm the crow-section plots, a d  tbis depth 
h u  not been adjusted for the whole of the &amel in the &Cutations undert;lke;ll for 
this study. 

The dculated scom depths given by the. two formulae for the main channel and the 
whole of the channel change in 9n opposing way, The main channel va1u.e~ are likely 
to be more approphte for the &&mi and Echenrarria fornula. But for the relatively .- 

narrow and constrained channel 8t the site the whole of channel values should be more 
apprapdaw in the NZ Rdways finmula+ In fact, the calculated scour depths agree 
very well when this approach h taken. 

The miation in calculated swur depth alobg the chamel can be: raken m a reflectim 
of a real v&atlon in scourin$. The n a f d  asynunewy of the channel bed around bends 
a d  at coflstrictioa gives rise to varfkble maximum scour depths and the general fom 
of the. bed wvill n%n& much the same as the channel alignment and width is mahtahed 
by protectim work The actnal writttion in maximum scour would, however, be Iess 
than that of the indicative dculations. 

When the parameter valuea &en by the hydraulic modelling of a 4QQO mg/s flow are 
used the resalting wow depths ars'as given in Table B-3, The values used are from the 
optioB D model b ~ t  there !re no $ig&cant &f£erence in the parameter values for the 
four options A to D that were modelled. 

- .  



Table B-1 

EMPIRICAL SCOUR FORMULAE 

Maza and Echavarria 

where Ds = maximum depth of scour (m) 

D = maximum depth of water (m) 
- 

Dm = mean depth of the bed (m) 

R = rise of the water level above low flow water 

W = width of the water surface (m) 

A = cross-section area (m2 ) 

Q = design flow (m3/s) 

d = medium diameter of bed material (m) 

C = 1.2 for converging flows, othenvise C = 1 

but f 1 

level (m) 



Table B-2 

SCOUR DEPTHS - 2140 m'/s 

Main Channel 

Whole of Channel 



Table B-3 

SCOUR DEPTHS - 4000 mJ/s 

Main Channel 

xs Q A W R d, Ds Ds D Dm 
(NZR) (M&E) 

0300 3555 675 96 7.5 7.15 6.65 0.02 7.95 12.0 - 

0310 3760 635 91 7.6 7.2 6.5 0.02 8.55 13.1 
0320 3530 620 83 8.7 7.65 7.15 0.02 8.85 14.5 
0330 3380 550 70 9.75 7.95 7.15 0.02 9.05 17.2 
0340 3236 610 72 9.0 8.6 7.8 0.02 7.55 13.9 
0350 3155 635 72 10.55 9.05 8.15 0.02 7.9 15.2 

Whole of Channel 
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